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The question many people do not seem to grasp, especially the Christian Traditionalists, is 
why people in Europe do not give absolutely one fuck about the Islamization of Europe and 
worse.  
 
Why are all these crimes committed and nobody does nothing? Is it because of the 
holocaust programming? What is so wrong with people?  
 
Simply because Europeans are not inherently, at a soul level, interested in neither 
Islamization, nor Christian values. There is no viable force to mobilize them to fight against 
Muslims. Simply because everyone knows Islamization is just Christianity from a different 
side really. If people do not know such intellectually, they know it on a deeper level.  
 
So many people take the silent way which is to let this thing collapse while choosing to 
serve neither of the Rabbis presented, nor Mohammed, nor Christ.  
 
This is like asking Europe, do you want to take a cultural loan from the jews to pay off your 
debts and buy arms to fight your 'enemies'? But Europe is waking up as to who sells the 
arms, and who creates the war. So, nobody really wants to invest into this pointless cycling.  
 
Europe has to rediscover her own weapons, her own armor, and she has to regain her own 
powers. Indeed, this is a terrifying situation but it can give rise to a terrifyingly powerful 
beast.  
 
Christianity is repulsive to the majority of the Europeans despite the mp3 recording many 
have drummed in their brain and press "play" in their mouth to play while all they do is live 
life like Pagans but with a jew on a stick as a symbol or something.  
 
Hell, even jews are pissed off that the "Christians" aren't trying to keep Europe more 
"Christian", and that they let it become infested with mortal enemies of the jews, namely the 
Arabs. The jews are complaining why the "Christian Revival" they have been funding isn't 
happening. Useless organizations push for the cultural revival of the zombie christ and it 
simply isn't happening. Columnists from famous "nationalist" websites are writing BS about 
christian values on a consistent basis only to find their readership believing more in the 
ancient Egyptian Kek rather than christ.  
 
Rabbi christ is dying, people zap him on the chest, he is officially dead. These doctors 
seduce Europe to give a last kiss to rabbi christ, on his rotting teeth, lest the rabbi wake up 
again from his permanent death to continue their old parasitic relationship that almost killed 
Europe many times over. They tell Europe to relive the "beautiful moments" they had 
together: intra-racial wars, full bloodshed, middle ages, massive ignorance, a full 
destruction of all the cultural heritage of a presently brainwashed Europe. Crusades of pure 
Aryan blood running in the streets of Jerusalem so the jews could regain their 'kingdom'.  
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Europe still unresponsive. The "political parties" tell Europe that if she kisses the hand of 
the Rabbi, for one last time, her countries will remain "European". At least "European 
enough". Because some poison will always remain. They go on to continue this is the 
sensible solution if we want to 'save what is left' of Europe.  
 
Europe still unresponsive.  
 
Somehow, the Goyim are in a limbo state between full awakening, and half assed 
awakening with Rabbi Jesus at the top seems to be a solution of the past, so it's not a 
choice. Europe is culturally dumbfounded right now, it has no culture, but a new culture is 
arising in the depths of the continent and it's cooking in every country. Truly this rabbinical 
egregore of the past has died, it doesn't live in the conscience of people anymore, not to 
raise a weapon for it, but to raise a toothpick or a toothbrush, people would care less.  
 
Many failed worthless leaders in Europe are trying to banner the egregore of the jews 
around, hoping they will get support. The support they get is the cuckolded idiots who have 
given their life to this rabbi in the first place. As such there is no real revolutionary energy. 
Why?  
 
Because such comes only from a lust for freedom. Europeans have woken, one way or 
another, past the propaganda that believing in a Rabbi is going to 'save' them. Accepting 
the hand of the rabbi is like an imaginary loan of time from a jewish bank: you know you will 
have to pay interest and that the bank will strangle you for it.  
 
A couple countries are trying to still rally the meme like Poland because the jew wants to 
keep the White goyim there warm to die off later and because the Polish leaders are 
basically slaving for the Rabbi Christ still to remain in power. Imagine if Poles went Pagan, 
what would have been the case in Europe now? So, they are forced to keep their old 
obsolete system in place. Which as have proved in the situation of ALL OTHER 
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, always ends up in death of a nation, sooner or later.  
 
Does anyone really think at this point the old tales of Rabbi Jesus, who have made Europe 
go extinct many times over in the past, are somehow the way to the future? You have to be 
over 60 years old and extremely brainwashed to even believe it. One must have never also 
opened a history book about the 'glorious European past'.  
 
Maybe Europeans are just fed up with the whole "Let's die for the jews, goyim, they are the 
chosen people! Let's kill one another in brainless rage to prove we love our rabbi!" scheme.  
 
Europe is in an unresponsive coma. She doesn't want to speak to Rabbi Christ for giving 
her another tranquilizing shot only to prolong her death. After all it's evident the Rabbi 
opened the doors of "Love" and brought all the crimes of "Love" and "Devotion to Europe's 
Past" he could bring. In human form, the Kalergi's Children. Europa doesn't seem to want 
to speak with Mohammed either.  
 
Europe wants to raise a shield and slam it across people's faces. And no dogma of the 
dogmas above is going to bring it into being.  
 



Truly, for the European species, the day is coming close: Evolve and return to your roots, 
or die forever. Fight against all enemies and preserve your existence, or perish.  
 
Many people wish for a 'death during sleep option' but that is too hopelessly 
((("optimistic"))) after a point, I believe.  
 
Europe can only be raised from her coma from her Father and Creator. The one who 
always cared for her despite of ridicule and his daughter being abducted by fools and 
incapable 'leaders' who sold her inheritance for a Rabbi, but dared to call her mother 
regardless.  
 
As for those who keep pushing christianity on top of Europe's corpse, your work is too in 
the work of the Dark Lord - which they ironically oppose. Indeed, all your work is in vanity, a 
work schizoid. Half of your heart belongs to the jews and half belongs to your so called 
"past". But with a ripped heart one cannot channel the forces necessary to help Queen 
Europe in her distress.  
 
Chrisfreaks, keep it up. Shatter the minds of the Europeans, shatter the faith in the jewish 
egregores and convictions by your failures, shatter the jewish myths that you by your own 
hand have created: Lead Europe to her final salvation by siding against her enemies. Keep 
showing people more and more of the incompetency of "Christ".  
 
"Christ" meme is very good when he is used as a hoax to take Jerusalem for jews, or when 
it causes 17 whole centuries of pure death and darkness for Europe. Even now it's very 
useful when you use it to tell people to cleave unto another race so they become Kalergi's 
Children, manifested out of multi-culti-cultist loving. When asked to take a bunch of 
criminals out of Europe, Rabbi can't do that, sorry. He can't even mobilize a group of more 
than 10 people for this. Otherwise if it's for the destruction of Europe, this hoax can always 
help.  
 
The future of Europe can never come from this hoax, at least not anymore. It's pointless to 
live a life under this hoax. Of what importance was the European spirit in the Middle ages? 
When the children of Europe were locked at farms to be pillaged by jews?  
 
Otherwise Europe will not be afraid to die, truly. Europe has shown defiance to the fear of 
death for all other occasions in its past. And in a coma she will remain until people accept 
that Europe's true affections lie in the same spirit and heart with Satan and the Ancestral 
Gods.  
 
Really, it's the only way out of this mess.  
 
To the fools who try to wake up Europe by her old nightmares, know this will never work. 
But at least you teach people what never did- Christianity.  
 
Europe will only live by those who kiss the hand of her Father, the Devil.  
 
Her Father will grant her the victory and the final salvation, and she will be crowned again.  
 



Only through her primal and idyllic origins will Europe reanimate herself. And rise victorious 
in the end of ends.  
 
Don't worry brethren, Europe will respond. Just keep fanning the flames of awakening 
worldwide. And this time, the response of Europe will be FINAL.  
 
HAIL SATAN!  
 
HAIL VICTORY! 
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